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Given the growing interest in (semi-) active cabin suspension design for heavy-duty trucks, there
is a strong need for reliable vehicle models which are suitable for controller design. The aim of
this paper is to investigate the quality of a four degrees of freedom quarter truck heave model.
Hereto, the model is confronted with a new set of asynchronous repeated measurements, with
noise on both inputs and outputs, from a real tractor semi-trailer system (long-distance heavy-duty
truck). A novel validation approach is presented, which is used to determine the minimum model
uncertainty with which the model is not invalidated given the set of measurements. The method is
successfully used to validate the quarter truck model. It is concluded that the model gives a good
description of the front vertical dynamics, and is considered suitable for active cabin suspension
design.
Topics: Suspension System & Steering System, State Estimation & System Identification, Vehicle Dynamics.

1. I NTRODUCTION
Cabin comfort in long-distance heavy-duty vehicles has
been a relevant aspect ever since the first trucks emerged.
Although there have been many improvements over the
years, comfort requirements are ever-increasing. Driven
by the need to meet these requirements, semi-active and
active secondary suspension systems are slowly getting
more attention.
The literature about the design of secondary- and
controllable suspensions for commercial vehicles is still
very limited [1]. Reliable models are essential to improve
the understanding of these complex systems. Models of
varying complexity have been considered in literature,
but their accuracy is generally unclear. In [11] and [5]
overviews are given, but the subject of model validation
is not addressed. This, despite the fact that it is a vital
step, in any modeling procedure, to determine the quality
of the used model.
The model validation problem amounts to deciding
whether a set of experimental input-output data could
have been produced by the model for some choice of
unmodeled dynamics, initial condition, and measurement
noise satisfying the given bounds [19]. It is, strictly speaking, not actually possible to validate a model. It is only
possible to say whether or not a model is not invalidated
given a certain set of measurement data. Thus, this does
not mean that the model is in fact a correct description
of the physical system, since future measurements may
invalidate it [23].

Model validation in an automotive context is relatively
difficult given the generally unknown road input, low
signal-to-noise ratios for certain frequency ranges, and
velocity variations. Conventional approaches [3] do not
distinguish between measurement and model uncertainty,
leading to conservatism in the quantification of the model
quality. There is a wide range of literature available on
the identification of models with noise contributions on
both inputs and outputs, [21]. However, there is no objective, non-conservative, and practically implementable
model validation approach available, that can be used to
validate vehicle models subjected to uncertain/unknown,
asynchronous repeated inputs, with low signal-to-noise
ratios. Given the desire for reliable vehicle models, there
is a need for a suitable validation approach.
Model validation can be performed in the frequencydomain [23], [13], [24], and time-domain [19]. In model
validation for robust control, it is important to consider
both model uncertainty and noise influences. A mismatch
between model and measurements can be the consequence
of either, leading to a trade-off situation. However, the
influence of model uncertainty, when designing a robust controller [22], [26], differs from that of noise. If
the model uncertainty is underestimated, the designed
controller may potentially destabilize the true system.
Alternatively, if the model uncertainty is overestimated
[17], the resulting robust controller will be unnecessarily
conservative.
The allowed trade-off between model and noise uncertainty, results in an ill-posed deterministic validation
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problem. Therefore, an enhanced (frequency-domain) approach is proposed in [15], [16]. By using repeated
experiments, a deterministic, non-parametric disturbance
model is constructed. The measurement data that cannot
be explained by the combination of the nominal model
and non-parametric disturbance model is attributed to
model uncertainty. The resulting validation-based uncertainty model is optimistic in the sense that experiments
with a poor signal-to-noise ratio do not result in an overly
conservative uncertainty model. Consequently, it seems
logical to adapt this approach to include the case of
uncertain/unknown, asynchronous repeated inputs, with
low signal-to-noise ratios.
The main contribution of this paper is an experimentally
validated quarter truck heave model with four degreesof-freedom (DOF), which can be used for the design
and control of an active cabin suspension. The proposed
validation approach, which is suited for asynchronous
repeated measurements with noise contributions on both
inputs and outputs, is also considered to be an important result. The validation approach differentiates between
noise- and model uncertainty, similar to [15], [16]. As
a consequence, poor measurements do not result in a
large model uncertainty (bad quality label). However,
when the noise reduces to zero, it can be shown that
the estimated model uncertainty converges to the true
systematic modeling error.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2,
the quarter model is presented. Then in Sections 3 and
4, the validation problem is discussed and the validation
approach is presented. Finally, in Section 5, the approach
is used to validate the four DOF truck model.
2. F OUR DOF QUARTER TRUCK HEAVE MODEL
The quarter vehicle model is the most often used model
when it comes to suspension design studies. For passenger
cars there is a subdivision in 1 and 2 DOF models. Herein,
the 2 DOF model is known for its good description of the
vertical dynamics. Especially the inclusion of the controlinvariant-point at the wheel hop resonance is important,
as it implies strong limitations on the achievable performance, [9].
The 2 DOF model can also be used to model the
vertical dynamics of trucks. However, in that case, with
the chassis, engine and cabin lumped into a single mass,
the model is less accurate. In [1] it is demonstrated that
the 2 DOF model cannot be used for stiffness optimization
under changing payload conditions. So, given the inaccuracy of the 2 DOF model, the question arises whether it
is possible to model the vertical truck dynamics using a
(simple) generalized model.
According to [5] it is not possible to model the vertical
truck dynamics using only one quarter vehicle model.
Therefore, three different nonlinear quarter vehicle models
are suggested when focussing on the dynamic tyre forces:
i
one for the steer axle; one for the drive axle with leaf
spring; and one for the drive axle with air spring. It
i
is indicated that the inclusion of suspension friction
is
essential. However, in this paper the focus lies on the
secondary suspension. As such, it is unclear whether or
not a generalized quarter vehicle model exists that predicts
the cabin dynamics sufficiently accurate.
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Fig. 1. Quarter truck 4 DOF heave model, schematic representation.
The part of the model which is validated for road induced vibrations is
given in the dashed box.

One of the key differences between passenger cars and
trucks - from a suspension point of view - is the amount
of body modes. Even though the frequencies and shape of
the modes may differ between trucks, they generally have
over 30 modes below 20 Hz, so in the relevant region for
comfort studies. It is unlikely that all are equally important
for suspension design. However, it remains unclear which
dominate the dynamic response.
Focussing on the front of the vehicle, the main bodies
are the cabin, engine, chassis and axle. This motivates
the use of a 4 DOF quarter truck model for the vertical
dynamics. The model is schematically represented in Figure 1. Herein, the diamonds represent suspension elements
and the actuator force Fact is included to facilitate active
suspension design studies.
The equations of motion for the quarter truck heave
model are given by
Mz ẍz + Dz ẋz + Kz xz = f z (Fact ) + g z (wz ),

(1)

where xz = [za , ze , zf , zc ]T are the vertical position
of the axle, engine, chassis and cabin respectively. The
vector of manipulated inputs is given by f z (Fact ) =
[0, 0, −Fact , Fact ]T , where Fact is the actuator force, and
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS 4- MASS QUARTER TRUCK
Parameter
ma
mf
me
mc
ct
cp
ce
cc
dp
de
dc

Value
700/2
1286/2
1785/2
1300/2
1.2 · 106
3 · 105
35 · 105
40 · 103
11 · 103
8000
13300

Dimension
kg
kg
kg
kg
N/m
N/m
N/m
N/m
Ns/m
Ns/m
Ns/m

HEAVE MODEL .

Description
axle mass
front chassis mass
engine mass
cabin mass
tyre stiffness
primary suspension stiffness
engine suspension stiffness
cabin suspension stiffness
primary suspension damping
engine damping
cabin damping

Herein, gz (wz ) is a vector with unknown external disturbances wz = [zr , Fd ]T , consisting of the vertical
road displacement and disturbance force. Furthermore,
mi , di , ci represent a mass, damping and stiffness respectively. The parameters for this model are obtained from
the 44 DOF tractor semi-trailer model as described in
[3]. The parameters are given in Table I. The undamped
eigen-frequencies of the 4-DOF model are found to be:
1.1 Hz cabin bounce; 2.2 Hz engine and chassis bounce
(in phase); 10.4 Hz axle bounce; and 15.7 Hz engine and
chassis bounce mode (counter phase).
3. VALIDATION PROBLEM
The linear time-invariant heave model, as described in
the previous section, is intended for the design of a (robust) controller [22] for an active truck cabin suspension.
As driver comfort will be a design criterium [10], the
model needs to be reasonably accurate up to 20 Hz.
The experimental validation data is obtained from the
same test vehicle as is described in [3]. In the first two
tests, the vehicle drives in a straight line at 60 and 80 km/h
over undulating wavy asphalt. In the third and fourth test,
it travels at 60 and 80 km/h over brick slabs. In the fifth
and sixth test, the vehicle drives with a velocity of 40 and
50 km/h over a brick road. For each of the tests, at each
of the velocities, sixteen seconds of measurement data is
available from six different trials with- and without semitrailer. Hence, twelve different tests and a total of seventytwo experiments are available for validation.
The (relevant) measurements are given by
[z̈a , z̈f , z̈c , zf − za , zc − zf ]T : the axle acceleration,
chassis acceleration, cabin acceleration, primary
suspension deflection, and secondary suspension
deflection; respectively. These are distorted by noise,
where the magnitude of the noise may be larger than that
of the true signal (low signal-to-noise ratio) for certain
frequency ranges. All the disturbances f (x) as described
in (1) are unknown for the described tests.
The repetitions are asynchronous with respect to each
other due to small variations in the forward velocity and
the chosen route. Consequently, the road disturbance input
has the same power spectral density magnitude for all the
trials of one test, but the phase differs. So,
|zr1 (jωi )| − |zrk (jωi )| = 0
∠(zr1 (jωi )) − ∠(zrk (jωi )) ∈ [0, 2π] rad,

(5)

with test-trial number k ∈ [1, ..., 6] and ωi a member of a
discrete frequency grid. This is a result of (minor) differ-

ences in the vehicle velocity, the position of the vehicle
on the test track, etcetera. Consequently, averaging the
measurements - in an attempt to minimize the influence
of noise - will not give good results.
The problem is to find a non-conservative uncertainty
model (quality label), with which the 4 DOF quarter truck
model (1) is not invalidated given the asynchronous repeated measurements of the twelve different tests. Herein,
the input measurements are distorted by noise and signalto-noise ratios are low for certain frequency ranges.
4. VALIDATION METHOD
The deterministic model validation decision problem
consists of verifying whether there exists a noise model
V and model uncertainty ∆u realization, such that the
measurements lie within the set of possible model realizations. In other words, can the model account for
all the previously observed input-output behavior [23],
[19]? When determining the non-conservative validationbased model uncertainty, the minimum model uncertainty
is chosen such that the model is validated for the given
data. This is called the Model Validation Optimization
Problem in [2] and [16].
Using the measurements as given in the previous section, it is difficult to solve the model validation decision
problem. Still, the validation data can be used to approximate the minimal model uncertainty not invalidating
the parametric model. Hereto, the approach is adopted
to identify a set of linear nonparametric system and
disturbance models for each of the test conditions, and
to compare these to the parametric model. This proces of
model uncertainty quantification from validation data is
also called model validation. The corresponding validation
method is presented in this section. For further details the
reader is referred to [4].
4.1 Preliminaries
Before discussing the validation method, there are several essential notions that need to be addressed. In this
subsection, complex normal distributions and their confidence intervals are discussed first, as these are needed for
the identification of the noise models. Secondly, error-invariables model identification and the resulting estimation
bias are considered.
Given the signal vy = V0 e, where e ∈ l2 is a sequence
of independent, identically distributed random variables
with zero mean, unit variance, and bounded moments of
all orders, and V0 ∈ RH∞ . Then, for N → ∞, the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of vy , i.e. Vy,N , converges
to a complex normal distribution Nc (0, Cvy (ωi )), see [15]
for the formal definitions. Furthermore, given the signal
z = zr + jzi , which is complex normally distributed with
variance Cz , there is a probability α ∈ [0, 1] that
1
2
Cz (ωi )X2,1−α
.
(6)
2
The upper bound of the 99.5 percent confidence interval
is then given by
p
|Z̄(ωi )| = 2.3 Cz (ωi ).
(7)
zr2 + zi2 <

The model with uncertain inputs and outputs is known
in literature as an errors-in-variables model. From [6] it
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is known that for synchronous measurements, the errorin-variables estimator
ave(ym (ωi ))
ĤEV (ωi ) =
,
(8)
ave(um (ωi ))
with ym (ωi ), um (ωi ) the DFT of the measured outputs
and inputs respectively and ave the average over all trials,
can be regarded as most optimal as it is consistent, efficient and unbiased. On the other hand, for asynchronous
measurements, arithmetic averaging
Ĥari (ωi ) = ave((Hm )(ωi )),

(9)

with the empirical transfer function estimate
ym (ωi )
1 + vy (ωi )/yt (ωi )
Hm (ωi ) =
= Ht (ωi )
, (10)
um (ωi )
1 + vu (ωi )/ut (ωi )
gives good results, and can be assumed to be complex
normally distributed for input signal-to-noise ratios above
6 dB. In the case of arithmetic averaging, the estimation
bias is given by
−

B(ωi ) = E(Hm (ωi )) − Ht (ωi ) = −Ht (ωi )e

|ut (ωi )|2
Cu (ωi )

,
(11)
with Cu (ωi ) the variance of the true input ut at frequency
ωi , [6].
4.2 Assumptions
The validation approach, which is proposed next, hinges
on several assumptions which are shortly discussed. Consider the errors-in-variables model [21], placed in the validation setup as presented in [16]. There is a true system
Ht which is excited by nu true inputs ut and ny the true
outputs yt . The system may also be excited by various
other uncorrelated disturbances. There is measurement
data from ne tests, and nr repetitions for each test. The
true inputs and outputs are unknown, but measurements
of the inputs um and outputs ym are available which are
distorted with measurement noise,
um (t) = ut (t) + vu (t)
(12)
ym (t) = yt (t) + vy (t).
Assumption 1: It is assumed that the input and output
noise, vu and vy , are:
a. zero mean, independently identically distributed in the
time-domain and hence complex normal distributed in the
frequency-domain;
b. internally uncorrelated and independent of each other;
c. independent of ut and yt (no feedback).
Assumption 2: The input spectrum of each repetition of
one test is identical and the variance σu2 of the input measurement noise is frequency independent. Furthermore,
all frequency domain realizations of the input lie within
a 99.5% confidence interval, i.e., [−2.3σu , 2.3σu ] with
respect to the true value.
Assumption 3: The influence of leakage effects when
determining the empirical transfer function estimate, see
[18, Sections 2.22, 2.23 and 2.6], is negligible.
Assumption 4: For input signal-to-noise ratios below
6 dB, all uncertainty is the result of the poor measurements. So, in that case the differences between model and
estimation should not be contributed to model uncertainty.
Assumption 5: For input signal-to-noise ratios above
6 dB, the estimation bias is assumed to be negligible.
Assumption 6: The inputs ut are uncorrelated.

4.3 Approach
The following validation method is proposed to determine the minimum model uncertainty not invalidating the
model for the given measurement data.
1. Define inputs um and outputs ym and a discrete
frequency grid Θ on which the transfer function are
validated.
2. For each test e and each input-output combination
k
k, determine Hm,e
(10) for each repetition and use these
to determine the mean transfer function estimate Ĥek (9)
for ωi ∈ Θ.
3. Determine, for each test and each input-output combination, a deterministic disturbance model with upper
bound V̄ek (ωi ) of the noise variance and maximum bias
B̄ek (ωi ). The variance estimate of the empirical transfer
function estimates, under the assumptions of Section 4B, is for a certain test, input-output combination, and
frequency given by
e,k
ĈH
(ωi ) =
nr 
1 X

nr − 1


k,r
k,r
(Hm,e
(ωi ) − Ĥek (ωi ))(Hm,e
(ωi ) − Ĥek (ωi ))∗ ,

r=1

(13)
where (.)∗ is the conjugate operator. Using (7), a 99.5
percent confidence interval for the noise is given by
q
e,k
|V̄ek (ωi )| = 2.3 ĈH
(ωi )
(14)
Under Assumption 5, the bias estimate equals zero
for signal-to-noise ratios above 6 dB. For signal-to-noise
ratios below 6 dB, Assumption 4 specifies that the combination of bias and noise variance equals the full error
between model and measurements. Herein, for a signalto-noise ratio of 6 dB, it holds that
|ut (ωi )|
= 2,
|vu |

(15)

From Assumptions 1 and 2 it follows, that the upper bound
on the measurement noise is given by |v̄u | = 2.3σu .
Consequently, the maximum measured input for a signalto-noise ratio of 6 dB is given by
|ūm (ωi )| = |ut (ωi )| + 2.3σu = 6.9σu ,

(16)

where σu is the standard deviation of the input noise,
which is frequency independent.
For all |ūm (ωi )| < 6.9σu the signal-to-noise ratio may
be below 6 dB. Herein σu needs to be estimated based
on physical insight, measurement data, and the sensor
specifications. Consequently, the upper bound on the bias
estimate for a certain trial is given by
k,r
|B̄ek,r (ωi )| = |Hmod
(ωi ) − Ĥek,r (ωi )| ∀ |ue,r
m (ωi )| < τu

|B̄ek,r (ωi )| = 0 ∀ |ue,r
m (ωi )| ≥ τu ,
(17)
where the input tolerance is given by
τu = 6.9σu .

(18)

The upper bound on the bias estimate becomes
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|B̄ek (ωi )| = max |B̄ek,1 (ωi )|, . . . , |B̄ek,nr (ωi )| .

(19)

5. M ODEL VALIDATION
Again consider the 4 DOF truck heave model (1), with
the parameters as given in in Table I. One additional
assumption is needed to guarantee that Assumption 6
holds.
Assumption 7: The disturbance force Fd and actuator
force Fact are zero during all experiments.
This assumption is expected to hold as there is no
steering or passing traffic and the experimental vehicle
does not have an active suspension.
The transfer from the road input zr to each of the measured outputs y cannot be determined from the provided
experimental data. However, it is possible to select the
axle acceleration z̈a as input and to determine the transfer
to each of the other measurements. As such, the relating
modeled transfers can be determined as
Hyi /z̈a = Hyi /zr Hz̈−1
.
a /zr

(22)

So, using the data of these tests it is possible to validate
the part of the quarter truck model, depicted in the dashed
box in Figure 1, for road induced vibration.
The absolute value of the discrete-time Fourier transform of the axle acceleration, for the three different road
surfaces at the lower velocities, is given in Figure 2. The
frequency content is similar for all three road surfaces,
although there is some difference in magnitude. The input
intensity - and overall signal-to-noise ratio - below 2 Hz
and above 30 Hz is relatively low. The input tolerance is
estimated to be τu = 6.9σ̂u = 80 m/s2 and is represented
by the grey line.
For the validation of the quarter truck heave model (1),
with the parameters as given in Table I, the tolerance is
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Discrete-time Fourier transform axle vertical acceleration
measurements. Six repetitions on: undulating asphalt at 60 km/h (left);
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with Wk (ωi ) a weighting filter that is included to relate to robust control literature dealing with parametric
overbounds [22], in which the combination of W and γ
model the uncertainty. For our case of a nonparametric
overbound, the weighting may be set to 1.
When kWk (ωi )∆ku,e k∞ is determined for each test, the
minimum model uncertainty not invalidating the model for
the k th input-output combination γk > k∆ku k∞ is given
for each frequency by

γk (ωi ) = max k∆ku,1 (ωi )k∞ , . . . , k∆ku,ne (ωi )k∞ .
(21)
Herein, the model is not invalidated if a ∆ku (ωi ) ∈ RH∞ ,
k∆ku (ωi )k∞ < γk (ωi ) exists for each k. A proof that
this holds, on a discrete frequency grid, is based on a
Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation result, and provided in [15].
Note that k∆ku k∞ < γk (ωi ) is a non-conservative,
non-parametric overbound, which is useful for model
evaluation and robustness analysis. For robust controller
synthesis a parametric overbound is often required, which
can be obtained using for example the algorithm in [20].
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Fig. 3. Four-mass heave model, transfer axle vertical acceleration to vertical chassis- (left) and cabin acceleration (right): nominal model (black);
mean transfer function estimates (dark grey); and model uncertainty
(light grey). The bottom plots show the minimum model uncertainty.

chosen as τ = 80. The frequency range is chosen from
0.1 to 100 Hz and the measurement data is filtered using a
Hanning window (no overlap) with a length of 8 seconds
to reduce the influence of leakage effects. The maximum
of the minimum model uncertainty not invalidating the
model, over the full frequency grid for the four outputs
y = [z̈f , z̈c , zp , zs ]T ,

(23)

with zp = zf − za and zs = zc − zf , is found to be
max(γ1,2,3,4 (ω)) = [0.63, 0.93, 0.01, 0.01].

(24)

at [1.8, 1.6, 1.3, 1.0] Hz respectively, which corresponds
to a deviation with respect to the model at those frequencies of [33%, 46%, 85%, 100%]. The largest model
uncertainty lies near the cabin bounce mode (1.2 Hz).
The transfer function from the axle- to the chassis
acceleration is given in Figure 3 (left). It can be seen
that there is a significant variation between the various
measured transfer functions. Note that these are in fact
the averaged transfer functions over the 6 trials of each
of the tests. The variation is not (completely) the result
of noise. The different velocities, and differences between
the case with and without trailer, influence the system
dynamics leading to model uncertainty. The transfer to the
cabin acceleration, as is given in Figure 3 (right), shows
a similar picture. The large mismatch around the cabin
heave mode dominates the uncertainty plot. The difference
below 1 Hz is mainly contributed to noise effects and the
poor signal-to-noise ratio.
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When looking at the transfer function of the axle
acceleration to the primary suspension displacement, see
Figure 4 (left), the accuracy is remarkable. This, despite
the fact that the model is linear, and that friction effects in
the suspension are not included in the model. Furthermore,
the variations between the measured transfer functions is
relatively small in the region 2 − 10 Hz, indicating that
the influence of noise and nonlinearities is small in this
region, for this transfer, under these conditions. The main
model uncertainty is located around the cabin resonance
frequency (1.2 Hz).
Finally, when considering the transfer to the secondary
suspension displacement, as is given in Figure 4 (left),
it can be seen that the variation between the measured
transfer functions is larger than is the case for the primary
suspension displacement. Overall, the absolute value of
the modeled transfer function lies below the averaged
measurements. This may be an indication that the used
cabin stiffness is chosen too high.
Overall, it is concluded that the quarter truck heave
model gives a good description of the vertical dynamics of
the front of the vehicle for the comfort relevant frequency
range. The largest model uncertainty lies around the cabin
resonance frequency, which needs to be taken into account
when using this model for suspension design.
6. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an experimentally validated 4 DOF quarter
truck heave model is presented. It gives a good description
of the front vertical dynamics and as such is deemed
suitable for active cabin suspension design. The validation
is performed using measurement data from a real tractor
semi-trailer system, driving on various roads. As conventional validation methods are not suited for asynchronous
measurements, with noise contributions on both inputs
and outputs, a novel validation approach is proposed.
The approach separates noise- and model uncertainty and
is optimistic in the sense that experiments with a poor
signal-to-noise ratio do not result in an overly conservative
uncertainty model. The proposed validation approach is
considered to be an essential tool to objectively evaluate
the quality of vehicle models.
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